1 Introduction: The aim of this note is to point out that Chern characters can be computed using curvatures of "connections up to homotopy", and to present an application to the vanishing theorem for Lie algebroids.
Classically, Chern characters are computed with the help of a connection and its curvature. However, one often has to relax the notion of connection so that one gains more freedom in representing these characteristic classes by differential forms. A well known example is Quillen's notion of super-connection [8] . Here we remark that one can weaken the notion of (super-)connections even further, to what we call "up to homotopy".
Our interest on this type of connections comes from the theory of characteristic classes of Lie algebroids [2, 5] (hence, in particular of Poisson manifolds [6] ). From our point of view, the intrinsic characteristic classes are secondary classes which arise from a vanishing result: the Chern classes of the adjoint representation vanish (compare to Bott's approach to characteristic classes for foliations). We have sketched a proof of this in [2] for a particular class of Lie algebroids (the so called regular ones). The problem is that the adjoint representation is a representation up to homotopy only [4] . For the general setting, we have to show that Chern classes can be computed using connections up to homotopy. Since we believe that this result might be of larger interest, we have chosen to present it at the level vector bundles over manifolds. In [3] we will describe the secondary characteristic classes which arise in the flat case.
All objects in this note should be viewed in the super (i.e. Z 2 -graded) setting. E.g. we work with super-vector spaces, super-algebras, super-commutators
Let (E, ∂) be a super-complex of vector bundles over a manifold M ,
Such an object can be viewed as an element in the K-theory of M (the formal differences E 0 − E 1 ). Accordingly, the Chern character of E is
2 Connections: A connection on E is a linear map
with the following properties:
(i) ∇ X is even (i.e. preserves the degrees), and
for all X ∈ X (M ), s ∈ ΓE, and f ∈ C ∞ (M ).
3 Connections up to homotopy: A connection up homotopy on E is a local operator (2) which satisfies the properties (i) and (ii) above, and satisfies (iii) up to homotopy only. In other words we require
where H ∇ (f, X) ∈ ΓEnd(E) are local operators of odd degree, linear on X and f .
Nonlinear forms:
Many of the basic operations on the space A(M ; E) of E-valued differential forms
hold without any C ∞ (M )-linearity assumption on ω. We recall these basic operations. So, let us denote by A n nl (M ; E) the space of all antisymmetric (R-multilinear) maps (4). The familiar formula
(where S(n, m) stands for (n, m)-shuffles) extends the usual product of forms to a product on A n nl (M ). The same formula defines a left action of A nl (M ) on A nl (M ; E). Any local operator ∇ satisfying (i) and (ii) above can be viewed as a map A 0 nl (M ; E) −→ A 1 nl (M ; E), and it has (by the classical arguments) a unique extension to an odd operator
which satisfies the Leibniz rule. Explicitly,
In the particular case where E is trivial (and ∇ X is the Lie derivate along X), this gives an operator d on A nl (M ) which extends the classical De Rham operator d on differential forms.
In particular, A nl (M ; End(E)) has a canonical product. This product is given by the same formula (5) except for a minus sign (due to the definition of the tensor product of super-algebras [8] ) which appears when m and the E-degree of ω are odd.
For ∇ as above, the operators [∇ X , T ] acting on Γ(E) are C ∞ (M )-linear for any T ∈ ΓEnd(E), and the correspondence (X, T ) → [∇ X , T ] defines a similar operator∇ on ΓEnd(E). Its extension to A nl (M ; End(E)) is denoted by
Identifying the elements of A nl (M ; End(E)) with the induced multiplication operators (acting on A nl (M ; E)), d ∇ (−) coincides with the (graded) commutator [∇, −] with (6) .
The square of (6) is the product by an element k ∇ ∈ A nl (M ; End(E)), the curvature of ∇, which is given by the usual formula 
with the property that T r s d ∇ = dT r s .
nl (M ) is closed. Proof: As in the classical case [8] , the last part follows from (i)-(iii). We still have to prove (iii). Since by adding new vector bundles (and extend ∇ with the help of any connections) we can make E 0 and E 1 trivial, we may assume that E is trivial as a vector bundle. In this case the assertion follows easily from the fact that d ∇ = d+[θ, −] for some θ ∈ A 1 nl (M ; End(E)).
5 Forms up to homotopy: There are various cases where the Chern-type elements T r s (k p ∇ ) of the previous lemma are true forms on M . This happens for instance when ∇ is a connection up to homotopy. To see this, we consider End(E)-valued forms up to homotopy, i.e. elements ω ∈ A nl (M ; End(E)) which commute with ∂ and are "C ∞ (M )-linear up to homotopy". In other words, we require that
for some operator
depending linearly on f ∈ C ∞ (M ) and on the vector fields X i . We denote by A n ∂ (M ; End(E)) the space of such ω's.
Lemma 2. For any connection up to homotopy ∇,
(ii) A n ∂ (M ; End(E)) is a subalgebra of A nl (M ; End(E)), which is preserved by d ∇ ;
(iii) The trace map (9) restricts to
The proof is a simple (and standard) computation. And now the conclusion:
Theorem. If ∇ is a connection up to homotopy on (E, ∂), and k = k ∇ is its curvature, then
are closed forms whose De Rham cohomology classes are (up to a constant) the components of the Chern character Ch(E).
Proof: We still have to show that (10) induce the components of the Chern character. This is clear (by the definition of the Chern character) if ∇ is a connection on (E, ∂). In general, we choose such a connection ∇. To see that such ∇ exists, we can locally define ∇ f 
. Basic examples are Lie algebras (when M is a point), the tangent bundle (when g = T M and ρ is the identity), and foliations (when ρ is the inclusion of the involutive bundle of vectors tangent to the foliation). Formula (7) defines a "g-De Rham differential" on the space C * (g) = Γ(Λg * ), and the resulting cohomology is well known under the name of the cohomology of the Lie algebroid g, denoted by H * (g) [7] . It generalizes Lie algebra cohomology and De Rham cohomology. It also relates to the last one by composition with the anchor map:
The formal difference T M −g plays the role of the "normal bundle" of g (and is minus the "adjoint representation" [4] ). The following is at the origin of the appearance of secondary characteristic classes for Lie algebroids [2, 5] .
Corollary. (Vanishing theorem) For any Lie algebroid g, (11) kills the Chern character of the difference bundle g − T M .
Proof: There is an obvious notion of g-connection on a vector bundle E: a map Γ(g) × ΓE −→ ΓE satisfying the usual identities. Exactly as in the classical case, g-connections define cohomology classes Ch g (E) ∈ H(g), which do not depend on ∇. Since any (classical) connection on E induces an obvious g connection, we see that Ch g (E) = ρ * Ch(E). On the other hand, all our arguments have an obvious g-version (just replace X (M ) by Γ(g)). Hence it suffices to point out [4] that the super-complex
is endowed with a canonical g-connection up to homotopy which is flat:
Variations:
(i) Exactly the same discussion applies to super-connections [8] as well (note that our exposition is designed for that). Any operator ∇ : A nl (M ; E) −→ A nl (M ; E) of degree one (with respect to the even/odd grading) which satisfies the Leibniz rule has a decomposition
where ∇ [1] : X (M ) × ΓE −→ ΓE, and ∇ [i] are multiplication by elements ω [i] ∈ A i nl (M ; End(E)). We say that ∇ is a super-connection up to homotopy if ∇ [1] is a connection up to homotopy and ∇ [i] are multiplication by elements ω [i] ∈ A i ∂ (M ; End(E)). There is an obvious version of our discussion for such ∇'s (and a non-linear version of [8] ).
(ii) If (1) is contractible over A ⊂ M (i.e. defines an element in the relative K-theory groups), then the Chern-character forms given by our theorem vanish when restricted to A, hence define relative cohomology classes.
(iii) Note that a consequence of (3) is that
[f H 1 (g, X) − H 1 (f g, X) + H 1 (f, gX), ∂] = 0 , for all f, g ∈ C ∞ (M ), X ∈ X (M ). Hence it seems natural to require that
where H 2 (f, g, X) ∈ ΓEnd(E). Similarly, it seems natural to require the existence of higher H k 's satisfying the higher versions of (13). A similar remark applies also to the definition of forms up to homotopy, and induces a subalgebra of A ∂ (M ; End(E)) with similar properties.
